How can you choose
a REALLY effective
training provider?
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Partnering and teamwork in a learning environment gets
the best from everyone.

We apply ACCELERATED LEARNING techniques by
designing activities which ensure effective participation
between delegates.

Every learner is UNIQUE and different, and we
encourage people to learn closely together with a
shared journey plan, commitment and COMMON
PURPOSE towards agreed goals.

This TEAMWORK creates lasting SYNERGY to achieve
goals at work. People learn by doing and improve
performance with behavioural change.

Example Learning and Development Programmes
1.
Developing an
effective personal
leadership and
management style.
LEADERSHIP &
STRATEGY
-- Management style
analysis
-- Problem solving in
teams
-- Strategic change
management

2.
Leading and
managing high
performance.

3.
Planning and
developing an
effective organisation.

PEOPLE & SKILLS

OPERATIONS &
CASH

-- Talent management
-- Employer branding
-- Performance
measuring

-- Process improvement
techniques
-- Quality management
measures
-- Project management
controls

4.
Creating a joint
enterprise culture.
CHANGE

-- Employee
engagement
-- Supply chain
development
-- Risk assessment of
change

5.
Sustaining growth
and continuous
improvement.
SUSTAINABILITY

-- Responsible business
-- Continuity planning
-- Sustainability
standards
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6.
Embedding a culture
of innovation.
INNOVATION

-- Intellectual property
protection
-- Managing creative
risks
-- Cultural
diversification

Learning should allow time for INDIVIDUALS to
REFLECT and create confidence so they step forwards
into change without reservation.

7.
New market entry.
MARKETING &
SALES

-- UKTI export support
-- Diversification
strategy
-- Sales and marketing
training
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Change needs personal commitment to move forwards
and UNFREEZE PAST BEHAVIOURS. We share
proven tools and techniques to allow individuals to make
such changes safely. The effective application of learning
means the opportunity to CELEBRATE SUCCESS. The
techniques of appreciative enquiry helps teams perform
to their peak.

We advise and assess for NATIONAL AWARDS programmes so that
our clients receive the recognition they deserve, and the positive publicity
brands them as Employers of Choice.
We have designed and delivered tailored learning programmes since 1990
to award winning standards. We are happy to share our ideas and show the
RESULTS AT NO COST, with no obligations and no risks.
SMP has been independently assessed as a gold award winner of the
national RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS STANDARD.

Please contact SMP’s MD Clive Bonny for an informal
discussion or quote on clive@consult-smp.com
Telephone: 01273 308865 and mobile: 07973 799153.

